
Lab 4 

Goals:  
w Learn about the inheritance and its usage with respect to AWT widgets (e.g., Frame, etc.) 
w Learn about Java's Graphics Model - "don't call us, we'll call you", (e.g., show, paint, etc.) 
w Explore and experiment with the Ball World Application code 

Part A: Download and Run Ball World  
Using the Konqueror browser, go to the course web-page: http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs062s06 and click
on the Lab4.zip link and "Save to disk" in the cs2 subdirectory created in lab 1. In a shell window, change to
the cs2 subdirectory. Use the "ls" command to list the files in the directory and look for the file "Lab4.zip".
Decompress the "Lab4.zip" using the command "unzip Lab4.zip", then change to the
Lab4/BallWorldApplication subdirectory. Compile and run the BallWorldApplication.java. You might need
to adjust the Thread.sleep( 50 ) delay in BallWorld.java depending on the speed of your computer. 

One at a time make the following changes to the code. Test each modification before moving on to the next. 

1. Modify the color of the ball to be green. 

2. Modify the ball to be much larger and to move faster. 

3. Modify the simulation so that it runs much longer. 

4. Modify the shape of the window to be 100 X 800. 

5. Modify the Ball so the it initial moves in a random direction and with random magnitude. (Hint: Use
the static double Math.random() in the Java package Math. It returns a random in the range
[0.0 to 1.0). 

After you have made all of the above modifications, print a copy of BallWorld.java to turn in at the end of

lab. (Put your name on it!) 

Part B: Ball, MoveableBall, and BoundedBall Inheritance Tree  
Change to the Lab4/BallWorldWithInheritance subdirectory. Here the original Ball class has been refactored
into three separate classes. 

private Frame myWorld  Adds behavior for bouncing
off the frame walls 

BoundedBall

(extends MoveableBall)  

private double dx

private double dy 

Adds behavior for motion MovableBall

(extends Ball)  

private Rectangle location

private Color color 

Knows only its location, size,
and color. 

Ball  

Instance Variables Responsibility Class 

Modify BallWorld.java to use this refactored Ball class hierarchy. 

(over) 



Two annoying problem remains to be fixed: 

1. The ball does not reverse directions until the center of the ball is outside the frame. Modify the
BoundedBall class to fix this problem. 

2. The ball does not reverse directions until it has reached the outside edge of the frame. This is especially
a problem at the top of the frame since the ball appears to go underneath the frame's title bar.
Fortunately, the Frame class inherits a getInsets() method that returns a Insets object (see 
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/index.html). A Insets object has publically accessable
instance variables: top, bottom, left, and right, which you can used to find the size of the frames
borders. 

After you get the edge of the ball bouncing off the inside of the frame, print out your modified
BoundedBall.java file. Turn in your print out BoundedBall.java with your print out of BallWorld.java
from part A. 


